INTRODUCTION
Vanadium pentoxide (V 2 O 5 ) exhibits diverse electronic and magnetic properties, which make this material a promising platform for the development of nanoscale, multifunctional electronic, spintronic devices, and coatings on smart windows.
1-5 V 2 O 5 has also gained attention as a potential material for increased green energy storage in capacitors. 6 As a catalyst, V 2 O 5 has been used in reactions ranging from transesterification to the oxidative coupling of 2-napthol. 7, 8 V 2 O 5 thin film catalysis supported on a highly ordered metal oxide has been a popular choice due to its low cost, allowing for tunable reactant selectivity, fixed orbital orientation, and mass transfer limitations through substrate choice. 7, [9] [10] [11] V 2 O 5 photocatalysts have also proven to be effective in the degradation of water pollutants and are used in the oxidative dehydrogenation of propane to obtain hydrogen gas and propylene on an industrial scale. 8, 12 To facilitate the rational design and performance optimization of devices and catalysts, it is important to understand the effect of the film orientation on the electronic structure. Polarized x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is one of the most powerful tools available for studying the orbital orientation within epitaxial films. Features observed along the L 3,2 -edge of transition metal oxides were not successfully accounted for until foundational computational studies incorporated crystal field effects through the employment of atomic multiplet models. 13, 14 Although a correlation between observed transitions and molecular orbitals in V 2 O 5 has been made, this knowledge has not been applied to study the effect of synthesis techniques on the orbital orientation of thin films. This is an important factor to consider when choosing a technique for efficiently fabricating highly selective catalysts and devices. 15, 16 In this study, we describe the synthesis and characterization of epitaxial V 2 O 5 thin films grown on c-plane sapphire by both thermal evaporation and sol-gel methods. The orientation and morphology of the films are probed by x-ray diffraction (XRD) and atomic force microscopy (AFM), respectively. The oxidation states in the near surface region of the films are assessed by x-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS). Finally, polarized XAS is used to probe the orbital orientation in the films. Collectively, this suite of physicochemical characterization techniques provides insights into the effects of growth methods on the orbital orientation.
EXPERIMENTAL Thermal evaporation
V 2 O 5 powder (>99.6%) was deposited from a tantalum boat onto a c-plane (0001) sapphire substrate. The boat was kept as far away from the substrate as possible (12.7 6 0.5 cm) to limit substrate heating during the growth process. The film was grown in a vacuum chamber with a base pressure of $1 Â 10 À7 Torr. Prior to growth, the substrate surface was cleaned by rinsing with deionized water, then dipping in H 2 O 2 :NaOH:H 2 O in the ratio of 1:1:100, and finally sonicating the substrate in ethanol. The substrate was then dried with a stream of room temperature N 2 gas. Film growth was achieved by passing a current of 35 A through a tungsten filament (wrapped around the tantalum boat) for 30 min.
Sol-gel
For the sol-gel film, 2-propanol, acetyl acetone, and vanadium oxytriisopropoxide in a molar ratio of 1:1:20 were vigorously stirred for 2 h in a sealed container. Exposure to air allowed nanocrystals to form and precipitate out of the solution. To limit air exposure, the solution was immediately spin coated onto a c-plane (0001) sapphire substrate which was pre-cleaned and dried in the same manner as was mentioned for the thermally evaporated film. 17 Both films were annealed under high oxygen pressure [10 standard liters per minute (SPLM)] for 30 min at 500 C. XRD patterns of the V 2 O 5 thin films were collected on a Bruker D8 high resolution x-ray diffractometer. Radiation from a Cu K a source (k ¼ 1.5418 Å ) was refined by a Gobel mirror to filter out Cu K b radiation and two 0.2 mm width slits: one positioned directly in front of the sample and the other directly prior to the lynxe eye detector. The system was operated at 45 kV and 40 mA with an angular resolution of 0.001 across a 2h range of 15 -65 . The surface morphology of the thin films was also examined using a Digital Instruments AFM. AFM analysis on the V 2 O 5 thin films was performed in the tapping mode.
XPS data were collected using a Scienta hemispherical electron energy analyzer with monochromatic x-rays generated by an aluminum K a anode. The base pressure of the vacuum chamber was 1.8 Â 10
À9 Torr during measurements. The spectra were calibrated with respect to a gold reference foil. XAS measurements were performed at beamline 8.0.1 at the Advanced Light Source, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. Data were collected in the bulk sensitive total fluorescence yield (TFY) mode, with a probing depth of $100 nm. The energy scales of XAS spectra at the V L-and O K-edges were calibrated with reference to the Ti L-and O K-edge XAS spectra of rutile TiO 2 . Spectral resolution for the measurements was approximately 0.2 eV at full width at half maximum (FWHM). The photon flux was 2.2 Â 10 12 photons s
À1
. Pressures in the analysis chamber were maintained below 10 À9 Torr during XAS measurements. All measurements were undertaken at room temperature. A SavitzkyGolay filter was applied to filter out undesirable noise from the spectra.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1(a) displays XRD patterns for epitaxial V 2 O 5 thin films deposited onto c-plane sapphire substrates by the thermal evaporation method (shown in blue) and sol-gel method (shown in black). Furthermore, this plot also shows an XRD pattern from a pure c-plane sapphire substrate (shown in red). Substrate peaks in the XRD patterns of the sol-gel and thermally evaporated films are marked by an asterisk. By matching experimental diffraction patterns to the V 2 O 5 pattern in the JCPDS database (#00-041-1426, 1991) 18 and with previous studies, 19, 20 we find that the solgel film is oriented in the (100) direction (with characteristic peaks at 2h ¼ 31. 05 and 2h ¼ 47.33 ) and that the thermally evaporated film is oriented in the (001) direction (with a characteristic peak at 24.40 ). Additional substrate peaks in the XRD pattern of the sol-gel film arise from residual Cu K b radiation that was not filtered out by the Gobel mirror. In previous studies, it has been shown that techniques which involve heat during deposition (i.e., chemical vapor deposition and pulsed laser deposition) yield an epitaxial (001) V 2 O 5 film, whereas room temperature deposition techniques (i.e., sol-gel) yield highly ordered films where either (100) or (001) is nearly equal in the concentration or (100) is the dominant orientation. 1, [21] [22] [23] Our own results fit the trend observed in the literature and show that indeed the use of a technique involving heat favored a (001) orientation while the room temperature technique allowed the (100) orientation to persist. We suggest that the thermally evaporated and sol-gel films have different orientations, despite being grown on the same substrate, for two reasons; (i) hot techniques allow V 2 O 5 to settle into the most thermodynamically favorable state, while, during spin coating, deposited V 2 O 5 is in a pseudo solvated state and remains in this kinetically driven state even after the solvent has evaporated off; and (ii) the sapphire substrate is hexagonal, meaning that crystal axes a and b are equal. This presents a larger number of strain minimizing configurations available for the deposited V 2 O 5 . 24 AFM imaging shows the surface morphology of the thermally evaporated film [ Fig. 1(b) ] and sol-gel film [ Fig.  1(c) ]. The root mean square roughness was found to be 
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12 nm and 106 nm for the sol-gel and thermally evaporated films, respectively. We note from a previous study that thermally evaporated films grown under the same conditions as the one presented here, but which received no post-growth annealing, did not show clustering and had a surface roughness of $1.5 Å . 17 The contrasting images and roughness between thermally evaporated films that were annealed and those that were not suggest that clustering occurred as the film cooled following annealing at the higher temperature. Previously, we determined that thermally evaporated films grown under the same conditions had a thickness of $50 nm (Ref. 17) , and the sol-gel film was determined to be $80 nm. 16 XPS spectra (Fig. 2 ) of both the sol-gel and thermally evaporated films have the characteristic V 2p 3/2 peak at 516. 5 
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The XAS V L-edge spectrum for the sol-gel film recorded in total fluorescence yield (TFY) is presented in Fig. 3 . X-ray absorption at the V L-edge corresponds to transitions from the V 2p core levels to unoccupied V 3d orbitals. The L 2 and L 3 doublets originate from spin-orbit splitting of the V 2p core levels into V 2p 1/2 and V 2p 3/2 . The fine structure along the L 3 -edge arises from the crystal field splitting of the V 3d orbitals. Although there should be an equal number of features along the L 2 and L 3 edges, the fine structure along the L 2 -edge is masked by life-time broadening arising from a CosterKronig decay channel into the 2p 3/2 core hole. 15, 26 In the work by Georing et al., the spectral features along the L 3 -edge of V 2 O 5 were originally labeled as V 1 -V 7 at 515.9 eV, 517.1 eV, 517.6 eV, 518.2 eV, 518.8 eV, 519.4 eV, and 515.2 eV, respectively. 15 Throughout this work, we use the labeling system introduced by Goering et al. By comparing V 3d partial DOS calculations 14 and the features observed in their experimental angular dependent XAS measurements, 15 it becomes clear that the lower energy features, V 1 -V 3 and V 7 , can be associated with the t 2g molecular orbitals, whereas the higher energy peaks, V 4 -V 6 , are associated with the e g molecular orbitals. 15 Generally, peak intensities in XAS spectra are proportional to the number of unoccupied states with the specific symmetry and orientation for a dipole transition from the original core level. Three main factors contribute to the strong anisotropic XAS spectra observed in V 2 O 5 . First, the layered structure is fundamentally highly anisotropic. Its lattice also has a two-dimensional character, which reduces dispersion effects, ultimately resulting in sharp absorption features. 14 Finally, before excitation, it is initially in a 3d 0 system, which largely reduces final-state splitting through the d-d Coulombic interactions. 15 Throughout the polarization dependent x-ray absorption measurements performed in this study, the relative geometries are as follows: (i) in-plane-which corresponds to E jja for the (100) sol-gel film and E jjc for the (001) thermally evaporated film and (ii) out-of-plane-corresponding to E jjbc for the sol-gel film and E jjab for the thermally evaporated film. A diagram showing the geometric orientation of the incident light and the crystal axis for each film can be found in Fig. 1 in the supplementary material. Figure 4 presents the XAS spectra of the sol-gel film, recorded in the TFY mode, for both the E jja (shown in red) and the E jjbc (shown in black) orientations. For E jja , the spectrum shows a very smooth, broad V 4 peak and a small peak at the V 1 position. When the orientation is changed from E jja to E jjbc , the V 1 feature becomes more distinct and the V 4 peak splits into the V 3 and V 5 features. The development of the V 3 feature, which is associated with the t 2g molecular orbital, is a direct consequence of increased coupling between the orbital wavefunctions of the d xy , d xz , d yz , and the incident light. The observation suggests that these orbitals lie more along the 14 Because these orbitals are involved in the allowed transitions from V 2p states, it is possible that the observed broadening at the L 3 -edge is a result of these distortions.
The XAS spectra from the thermally evaporated film taken in the TFY mode are presented in Fig. 5 . In the E jjc measurement orientation, there is a strong doublet on the L 3 -edge, which is consistent with the V 3 and V 5 features. In the E jjab orientation, there is a distinct increase in the splitting of the V 3 and V 5 features, and the V 1 and V 7 features emerge. The observed increase in the peaks associated with the t 2g molecular orbital (the V 1 , V 3 , and V 7 ) in the E jjab probing orientation indicates, just as with the E jjbc orientation of the sol-gel film, that there is a more direct probing of these orbitals by the incident light. This suggests that the t 2g molecular orbitals lie more along the ab-plane than the c-axis. It should be noted that there is a shift of the V 7 peak down to lower energy ($0.9 eV) in the E jjab orientation when compared to the results reported by Goering et al. 15 In a similar fashion to the sol-gel film, where the breadth of V 4 can be explained by the vertical displacement of the vanadyl oxygen and the vanadium atoms, the drift in the lowest lying t 2g orbital (V 7 peak) might arise from the same distortions.
14 Although the two films have different orientations, both present similar features in the XAS spectra, suggesting that the two films have a similar surface bond character. Recently, computational diagrams of V 2 O 5 for different miller indices reported that both the (100) and (001) orientations, which correspond to the sol-gel and thermally evaporated films, respectively, have vanadyl bonds at the surface of the film. 28 The consistency between the computational findings and experimental observation provides good evidence that the surface bonding character is similar for the two films.
While the V L-edge provides information about the d orbitals within the conduction band, XAS at the O K-edge involves electronic transitions from the O 1s to O 2p states that are hybridized with V t 2g * and V e g * molecular orbitals. 16 The two main features along this edge are ascribed to the p* ($529.6 eV) and r* ($531.3 eV) orbitals (Fig. 6) . In both films, there is a significant shift in the spectral weight from the r* into the p* orbital as the incident light transitions from E jja ! E jjbc and E jjc ! E jjab for the sol-gel and thermally evaporated film, respectively. Although there is a pronounced anisotropy observed in both films, the thermally evaporated film presents a larger shift than the sol-gel film. The evolution of the r* peak, which is associated with the vanadyl bond, 27 suggests that there is a more direct probing of these bonds within the thermally evaporated film. Again, this observation supports computational calculations which demonstrated that vanadyl bonds in films of the (100) orientation (that of the sol-gel film) are more perpendicular to the film surface than films oriented in the (001) direction (as in the thermally evaporated film). 28 Overall, the two films show significant anisotropy in the peaks associated with the t 2g molecular orbitals (the V 1 -V 3 and V 7 ) along the V L-edge and the p* and r* along the O K-edge. This similarity in features present in both spectra is consistent with computational results, performed by Sayle et al., which showed that the vanadyl bond protrudes from the film surface for both the (100) and (001) orientations of V 2 O 5 . 28 While both films did show anisotropy, there was significantly more anisotropy along both the V L-edge and O Kedge for the thermally evaporated film. When the increased anisotropy in the (001) thermally evaporated film is taken in context with band structure calculations, it becomes clear that there is a more direct probing of the t 2g molecular orbitals in the (001) orientation when compared to films oriented in the (100) direction. The stronger coupling to the t 2g molecular orbitals in the E jjab probing geometry for the thermally evaporated film in comparison to the E jjbc probing geometry for the sol-gel film is also consistent with the finding, from Sayle et al., that the vanadyl bonds in the (100) orientation are more normal to the film surface than the vanadyl bonds of films in the (001) orientation. 28 The ability to select the orientation and character of bonds that protrude from a films surface suggests that the growth method could be used as a controlled variable to select the surface orbital orientation most appropriate for a desired application. In the future, determining the catalytic efficiency of each film could further evaluate the success of using the synthesis technique as a method for fine tuning the surface orbital orientation. Furthermore, experiments which vary the growth substrate would be beneficial in determining if the protrusion of the vandyl bond is structurally or electronically driven.
CONCLUSION
In this study, epitaxial V 2 O 5 films grown by the sol-gel and thermal evaporation methods were electronically and structurally characterized by XRD, AFM, XPS, and XAS. XRD patterns verified that the sol-gel film had a (100) orientation and the thermally evaporated film had a (001) orientation. Electronically, both films presented the V 2p 3/2 and O 1s XPS peaks at energies consistent with V 2 O 5 (i.e., vanadium being in the 5þ oxidation state). Polarization dependent XAS measurements along the V L-edge showed that peaks related to the t 2g molecular orbitals were more collinear than perpendicular with the principal axis for both films. Furthermore, through polarization dependent XAS along the O K-edge, it was observed that both films showed a shift in the spectral weight from the r* into the p* orbital as the incident light transitioned from probing parallel to the principle axis to perpendicular with it. The similar electronic character for both films along the V L-and O K-edges supports computational findings that the vanadyl bond is the prominent bond at the surface of the film for both the (001) and (100) orientations. In addition, a larger anisotropy was observed along both the V L-and O K-edges in the thermally evaporated film as compared to the sol-gel film. This is consistent with computational findings which showed that the vanadyl bond is slightly more collinear with the principal axis in the solgel film than in the thermally evaporated film. Overall, it was shown that the surface orbital orientation is influenced by the growth method. This suggests that the growth method may be used as a controlled variable to select the surface orbital orientation most appropriate for a desired application.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See supplementary material for the propagation of light relative to the crystal axes of the sol-gel and thermally evaporated sample are clearly indicated in Fig. 1 . 
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